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he more one ponders this book, the more impressed one
becomes with Surflight Theatre’s almost impossible
history! There’s really no way to explain what motivated
Joe Hayes’ decision to ply his amazing talent and energy on the
barrier island of Long Beach 70 years ago in 1950. This book is about
the glorious history of Surflight Theatre, born of Joe’s dream.
I first fell in love with Surflight Theatre about 20 years ago when
I was asked and agreed to produce a series of Broadway musicals at
the Atlantic City Plaza Hotel. I realized this might be taking on a bit
too much. I’d produced and hosted television and radio shows and
rock concerts but never had produced anything resembling an
elaborate Broadway musical.
Time was spent with my stuffed Rolodex seeking professionals
who might assist. Finally my good friend, Scott Cronick,
entertainment critic for the Press of Atlantic City, suggested making
a call to Steve Steiner, Artistic Producing Director at Surflight
Theatre. I did just that. Steve and I had a meeting, and Broadway on
the Boardwalk was born.
We both spent the next two years producing a series of some of
the greatest Broadway Musicals ever to play in Atlantic City—
Singing in the Rain, Footloose, 42nd Street, Cabaret, Jekyll and
Hyde, etc. The shows were an immediate success, receiving great
reviews and standing ovations— and brought in over 250,000 people.
Now let’s go forward to a chilly December day in 2016. Things
were hectic. I was fortunate to be producing The Fantasticks, the
world’s longest running musical. That, plus other New York City
projects, left little extra time in the day. Steve’s Steiner’s email hit
hard! Surflight was in trouble. The devastating hurricane Sandy was

by Al Parinello, Owner, Surflight Theatre
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Al Parinello and Steve Steiner

the last straw. Surflight was damaged and was apt to be auctioned off
to the highest bidder. Sixty-six precious years of local summer
theatre would be erased, reduced to rubble, and Surflight would be
rebuilt as luxury condominiums by contractors who were standing
by, sharpening their tools and oiling their tractors.
As much as I wanted to help, the tasks at hand seemed
impossible—and the clock was ticking. But miracles happen if
they’re supposed to happen! Steve and I spent the next three months
putting together a series of plans to resurrect the theatre. We
“pretended” and “inspired” ourselves to victory! Steve put together
plans about what a new season of shows would look like. I handled
financing, negotiating and the almost impossible abundance of legal
work. Together we created budgets and administration and
marketing ideas.
The theatre had to open in June of 2017 in order to sell enough
tickets to pay the mounting bills. The bank that owned Surflight
was difficult to work with until I threatened to walk away from the
deal. A Caribbean vacation with my family had long been planned.
After months of feeble talk, I gave the bank my final offer and
informed them that I was leaving for two weeks. If they wanted to
sell me the theatre they could call me, but if I didn’t hear from them,

I would no longer be an interested buyer. Two days later,
recuperating from the stress by walking the beautiful azure Shoal
Beach of Anguilla, my phone rang and the deal was done! Sometimes
you just have to have faith if you know you’re right!
No one knew then, but as Sinatra famously sang, “the best was
yet to come!” It seemed that there was abundant financial life left in
the bones of the Theatre. But what I didn’t yet understand was how
much warm abundant love was attached to her. When I returned, a
steady stream of local citizens were arriving daily asking how they
could help. They came with brooms, pails, sponges, paint, brushes,
cleaning fluids, towels, financial contributions and multiple hugs,
kisses, and snacks. I had never seen anything like this before. This
outpouring of love continues today. Strangers come up and say
“Thank you.” Some have actually cried real tears on my shoulder.
When these things happen you are reminded and convinced you
made the right decision and that all the stress and hard work was
indeed worthwhile.
I truly didn’t comprehend what a treasure Surflight has become
to so many people who depend on her for their summer
entertainment, amusement, and tasty ice cream shows at Showplace.
Conceiving, organizing and implementing Joe’s Dream has taught
me so much about the history of the theatre and the historical
importance of Summer Stock Theatre itself.
Decades ago beginning softly in the 1920’s and proliferating in
the 30’s, 40’s, 50’s and early 60’s there were many hundreds of local
summer stock theatres in converted barns, erected tents and empty
buildings throughout America. This was the case up and down the
Eastern coast, where people gathered in beach and lake
communities. In fact, many famous and popular stage, early
television and movie actors started their careers onstage and
backstage in a summer stock theatre.
Venerable actors such as Ethel Barrymore, Lillian Gish, and Ruth
Gordon had trod the boards in early Summer Theatre. Hollywood
greats like Ginger Rogers, Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Andy Devine,
Gordon MacRae and Ethel Merman did also. You’ll read in this
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book about the career successes of some rather famous later day
actors/writers/musicians who began their illustrious careers at
Surflight. Today we can count only a few dozen authentic summer
stock theatres that have survived and grown in popularity. Sitting
proudly at the top of that list in reputation and wellbeing is Surflight
Theatre!
I’m proud to report that at any given time, there are hundreds of
graduates and alumni of Surflight working on and off Broadway
stages, touring the world in traveling and regional shows, and
performing on cruise ships and on land.
Thank you, Joe Hayes, for your vision, your dream and your
tenacity! You have made thousands of people happy; in fact you’ve
got them singing!! Thank you also to all of the actors, singers,
dancers, musicians, technicians, directors, set builders, marketing
staff, ticket buyers, volunteers, financial contributors and friends
who assist us mightily to make all this happen. I am truly honored
to play my small part!

The Surflight Theatre today
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“Only one old-fashioned professional summer stock theater
remains in New Jersey: The Surflight Theater.”
—New York Times, June 4, 2000
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A

buzz of excitement rippled through the air. It
had been building for quite some time. Flyers and
bill- boards had been popping up all over town
promoting the grand opening of Surflight
Amphitheatre. Curiosity piqued as unusual
activity around town signaled that preparations for the big event
were in full swing. Then, that eagerly anticipated day finally
dawned. The air was festive; the excitement, palpable. Such was the
mood in the sea-side town of Beach Haven, New Jersey on June
27th, 1950 as crowds thronged the makeshift venue on opening
night.
On a beautiful starry night in the Summer of 1950, in what was
then a vacant lot adjacent to Kubbel’s Bar on the main boulevard in
Beach Haven Crest, the Surflight Amphitheatre made its debut. That
very first show played to an overflow crowd that exceeded the 2,000
seats available in the hastily- pitched tent and launched the theatre
on a magical journey that continues to delight and inspire theatrelovers today.
The program proclaimed: “Surflight Amphitheatre Proudly
Presents “Summer Rhapsody”; a musical revue under the stars.
Entire production devised, staged and produced by Joseph Hayes.”
Words and music were attributed to Joe Hayes, with orchestrations
by Joseph Sewell. All business and publicity were handled by J.
Thomas McGlynn. The back cover conveyed gratitude: “Joseph P.
Hayes and the Staff of the Surflight Amphitheatre wish to give credit
and thanks to everyone who has made this wonderful evening
possible.” Individually cited were the Long Beach Island Board of
Trade, the Secretary of the 1950 Centennial Commission and the
Editor and Publisher of the Beach Haven Times. Mr. Arthur E.
Campfield was listed as the person responsible for “canvas
installations” and U.S. Seating, NY. was the company responsible
for “seating installation”.
Joseph P. Hayes, a man consumed by a passionate love for the
theatre, had started something new and exciting in Beach Haven.
From the time that he’d arrived there, having left the bright lights
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and hustle-bustle of Broadway behind, he’d had the burning desire to
bring a little bit of the Broadway he loved to the calm, sleepy seaside
town of Beach Haven. His dream was finally being realized.
Undaunted by the rain, the mosquitoes and the roar of the waves
that at times threatened to drown out the sound of both performers
and orchestra, people showed up night after night at the venue and
Joe Hayes, ebullient producer and director of those first shows, was
determined that the show must go on. And it did. The cast of sixty
performers, accompanied by a twelve-man orchestra, delighted the
crowds that swarmed the open-air venue during that memorable first
season that lasted three weeks.
Buoyed by the success of his venture but sobered by the
challenges born of its unusual location, Joe reduced the number of
performers to nine and employed other subtle cost-cutting measures
in the effort to extend the second season to nine weeks. His gamble
paid off. The overwhelming support of the community, manifested
by the sell-out crowds that cheered on each performance, fueled
both his enthusiasm as he prepared for the nightly productions and
his determination to press on. His dream was unfolding even better
than he’d expected. The Surflight Amphitheatre had seemingly filled
a void in the community; had given the small beach-side community
something special to look forward to during the warm, lazy months
of Summer. Determined to make the theatre bigger and better, Joe
set about making plans for a third season.
Though known in friendly circles as “a bit of a dreamer” Joe had
his feet firmly planted on the ground. Despite the concern of
bemused on-lookers he excitedly focused on all things related to his
new theatre company though he proceeded with a small measure of
caution, knowing that he had a very limited budget to work with.
Although he had scaled back the size of his troupe and had
moderated the grandeur of the performances Joe realized that he
desperately needed a more suitable location for his fledgling theatre
company; something more permanent; a real building. Tapping into
all possible resources and connections he sought to establish more
permanency both within the company and in the community. He
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The final move came in 1954, to a rented space on Engleside
Avenue; another abandoned garage. The former mechanic’s garage
provided more stability and endowed the troupe with an air of
authenticity but the building was far from ideal. With seating for
only 312 patrons the indoor space was much smaller than the open
lot. Those privy to the machinations of this seemingly whimsical
and capricious period in Surflight’s history tell of last-minute seating

1920’s. Building on right now houses Showplace Ice Cream Parlor

scouted out the most unlikely locations and edifices and the years
that followed were challenging; beset by the dizzying whirlwind of
activity that enveloped each production and the adventures of
frequent relocations.
The first move, from the open lot into an old building that had
originally housed a meat- market, came in 1952. The next year
production was moved into a leaky old garage next to a bowling
alley; but the raucous activity next door eventually proved too
distracting.
in the aisles. Reflecting in the 2000 souvenir program Eleanor Miller,
Joe’s most trusted and dependable partner, remembers with fond
amusement Joe’s uncanny ability to manage crises saying that many
times he could be heard yelling “Sure we have seats! Put some chairs
in the aisles!” all the while silently praying that the local Fire Dept.
was nowhere near his venue. She ended her comments with the
following observation: “Joe was determined to accommodate
everyone who wanted to purchase a ticket for a show. Seat or patiotake your pick.”
That chairs were brought in (in violation of the fire code) to fill
every inch of available space confirms that the performances were
well attended. Even those unlucky ones who could not be seated in
the cramped “auditorium” seemed content to sit outside on the patio
or stand in the doorway peering in, determined to enjoy the show.
The stage, mounted in the small garage disguised as a theatre, was
tiny. The tin roof played havoc with the acoustics, amplifying both
the sound of the pellets that hammered it when it rained and the
constant roar of the ocean. There was no air-conditioning, the
mosquitoes were still a nuisance and the roof often leaked. The space
also lacked bathroom facilities; forcing patrons to use the restrooms
one block away at Beach Haven Borough Hall. But the people
always came back. Undeterred by leaky roofs and the lack of an
onsite bathroom, the people in Beach Haven and its surrounding
communities returned each Summer eager to enjoy whatever shows
Joe Hayes and his happy, indefatigable band of performers
produced.
Unfortunately, not much is known about those very first shows.
But, from the accounts of those who years later recall the wonder
and excitement of those early days, we know that the revue shows
produced by the Surflight Summer Theatre played to overflowing
sell-out crowds and that both performers and patrons were enriched
by the experience.

The history of the Surflight comprises three distinct periods . . .
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When the summer was over Joe
Hayes applied his talents wherever
opportunity knocked.

A

n enigmatic leader with a congenial, yet oft
mercurial, temperament Joseph P. Hayes
established Surflight Summer Theatre on a firm
footing in Beach Haven. He dominated the early
years. He was well-known in the community and
corralled just about everyone that he could to help with the theatre
productions. He seemed to thrive on the grueling pace and hectic
schedule required to deliver a packed roster of popular shows each
Summer. During his tenure Surflight grew into a reputable Summer
Stock theatre company; offering the popular Broadway musicals and
plays that had replaced the impromptu revues of the early years. His
considerable experience as an actor, dancer and writer served him
well and before long he had truly earned the respect of those in the
theatre business. During those early years Surflight offered ten
different shows each Summer; six performances of a new show every
week. In the beginning revue shows were offered, but a selection of
plays and popular Broadway musicals were added to the
performance schedule that continued unabatedly up until the
Summer of 1989.
Joe inspired both cast and community with his relentless drive
and boundless energy. He was the ultimate showman and loved
interacting with the audience both before and after each show. He
was known for his signature line, uttered seductively as he left the
stage after introducing each performance: “And now the lights will
slowly dim.”
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Working tirelessly in the background during those early
years were two individuals deserving of almost as much
recognition as Joe himself: T. Scott Henderson and Eleanor
Miller.

The early years~
Joe’s Dream
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In 1958, Joe Hayes met Eleanor Miller and
hired her to become his right hand. She
sewed costumes, fed the cast three meals
a day and even acted as Joe’s chauffeur,
driving him to his engagements and much
more. She did everything to keep the
theatre up and running.

T. Scott Henderson was a true friend and business partner.
He and Joe were a well-matched team. Joe was the performer,
the dreamer and doer; Scott Henderson, the businessman, kept
his eye focused singularly on the business of the theatre; on the
sobering reality of the real estate transactions that Surflight
negotiated and on the overall development of Long Beach Island
at that time. Many of the real estate acquisitions over the years
were the direct result of Scott Henderson’s foresight and
maneuverings. It could be said, in hindsight, that Scott
Henderson was the brain that brought realistic focus to Joe’s
dream.
Mrs. Eleanor Miller devoted countless hours to the fledgling
theatre beginning in 1957 up until her retirement in 1990. She
dedicated 32 years of her life in devotion to Joe Hayes’ dream. She
was practically indispensable. Reminiscing during an interview for
the theatre’s 60th anniversary souvenir program Eleanor
acknowledged that her alliance with Surflight Theatre was quite
coincidental: “Had it not been for the day my children and I were
guests of Fr. Steve Lynch on Ohio Avenue…I might never have

would be a good one to help her son.” That fateful meeting
convinced Mrs. Miller to help Joe Hayes with the overall
management of the theatre. She offered her services and was
immediately “put in charge of the cast, living conditions, etc.”
From documents in our archives we know that Eleanor Miller
was indispensable to the smooth running of the business of the
theatre. By 1961, her initial offer of “a little help” had graduated into

known or been associated with Joe Hayes and Surflight”.
In that same interview, Eleanor Miller mentions being introduced
to Joe Hayes and his mother “who suggested there and then that I

the taxing full-time job of Company Manager. She’d brought
considerable business acumen to the back-office operations; creating
the box office, introducing a ticketing system and performing a host
of other duties probably not included in her job description, if there
ever really was one. She, like all others associated with the theatre,
worked hard, long hours. In the souvenir program of the year 2000,
published on the fiftieth anniversary of the theatre, Eleanor reflected
on her allegiance to Joe Hayes and Surflight Theatre and to that allconsuming period of her life: “To cap it all off about Joe Hayes and
Surflight Theatre it had to be ‘The Show must go on.’ And it was an
unforgettable experience; despite surviving on peanut butter and
jelly and tolerating certainindividual characters. It sure enriched my
life. From 1957 up to this day, Surflight Theatre is part of my life.”
The year 1954 is one of the most significant in Surflight’s history.
Not only did the theatre enjoy a rewarding season, but the move to
Engleside Avenue signaled permanence and commitment and firmly
established Surflight’s presence in the Beach Haven community.
Although initially renting the property Joe later purchased it, in
1967.
The souvenir program produced in 1954, one of the earliest in
our archives, bears witness to the accounts of those who
experienced, first-hand, the giddy and frenetic activity of Surflight’s
early years. The booklet also affords us a glimpse into the mindset of
the mastermind behind Surflight’s story; the enigmatic, superenergetic man with the dream that refused to die. On the very first
page Joe welcomed “the Surflight family” to the theatre’s new
season. His inclusive tone confirms that from the very beginning of
the Surflight story, Joe recognized and valued his partnership and
kinship with the Beach Haven community. He had embraced the
community as family and they had reciprocated by turning out in
great numbers for the shows he produced.
The masthead proclaims Joe’s intent to provide “A Season of
Distinguished Broadway Productions.” The names of patrons who
had donated to the theatre that year are listed inside the front cover
of the program. It’s an impressive list of the local businesses and
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Summer of 1954. Energized, as excited patrons filed into the new
theatre, Joe recalled those moments:
“Cast is making up, pianist is warming up, nerves are at a high
pitch…after weeks of planning, worry, enthusiasm…the opening, the
lights are dimming and there is the rustle of programs…the audience
is getting ready for the opening number.”
The opening number was entitled: “Swing out at sea”- an original
musical revue about Long Beach Island.
Surflight was off to a roaring great start in its new home.
Joe always had the support of a loyal troupe. Although most
performers were seasonal some were regulars; loyal Surflighters who
returned each Summer to the little theatre on the beach. This

The theatre lobby, 1950’s

individuals banking on the theatre’s success, even then. Advance
ticket sales that season exceeded 14,000; a telling statistic that
underscores both the high expectations and confident support of the
community.
We also glimpse at the glee and excitement with which Joe and
his cast of enthusiastic performers greeted opening night in the
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dedicated crew was no ordinary band of performers. Hand-picked
and lured to Beach Haven from communities around New Jersey
and from as far away as New York, Joe’s disciples proved every bit
as determined as he was. It would have been almost impossible to
stage those popular shows without the dedication and flexibility of
the regular crew; all of whom worked double and triple duty,
wearing as many hats as necessary to get the show up and running.
As one Surflighter put it:
“There was no staff, per se, the girls were responsible for the
costumes and the guys did the scenery. Everyone pitched in.”
(Marilyn Hagist, a performer who was the resident choreographer at
Surflight for many years in an interview for the souvenir
program,1960.)
From all reports, the production schedule was grueling. There
were rehearsals on the beach, on the patio in front of the theatre,
wherever space was available. Performers and staff kept rushing
around doing several things at once. It was often chaotic, yet
everyone involved seemed to revel and thrive in the inevitable
mayhem that attended each production.
Joe was demanding yet supportive of his cast and he encouraged
and promoted their talents and best efforts. Each season he proudly
advertised and presented the newly-assembled troupe of performers
as the “most exciting and thrilling new company”. He believed it;
and judging from the increasing attendance over the years, so did the
community at large.
The Surflight Summer Theatre continued to serve up some of the
most popular plays and musicals such as Auntie Mame, Brigadoon,
Dial M for Murder, Oklahoma and Zorba in 1959; Carousel in 1960;
The King and I and The Sound of Music in 1964; My Fair Lady in 1964
and Guys and Dolls in 1966.
But the focus was not solely on entertainment for adults. In
addition to the mainstage productions, from as early as 1954, special
shows for children were staged, often on the same day as the main
show. There was usually just a short hectic break in between for
This converted garage, today’s scene shop, housed
the theatre in the 1950’s,

those who played in both productions. Thankfully, the children’s
shows were entirely improv and rehearsals were not required.
The first show for children was produced with Joe himself giving
an energetic performance as Boffo the Clown, much to the delight of
the children and their parents. Joe dedicated significant amounts of
time to young adults and children trying to cultivate in them an
interest in the theatre arts; a passion that ultimately lead to the
creation of the Intern and Apprentice Program which was
introduced in the mid-1950s. A vibrant Children’s Theatre was
formally created in 1956, and it continues to provide a packed roster
of fascinating performances each Summer, just for the little ones.
But it wasn’t all work and no play. Anniversaries were
celebrated with galas and “after- show parties” for which special
much-coveted invitations were issued. Some parties were even
hosted by the popular newspaper in town, The Beachcomber. There
were champagne receptions and time off for fun; proof that those
pioneer Surflighters really did enjoy some small measure of work-life
balance.

The relative stability of the theater during the years from 1956 to
the early sixties spawned several shrewd real estate maneuvers.
In 1967 Joe Hayes purchased the old mechanic’s garage which by
then had been transformed into a bona fide, full- functioning theatre
building. With the purchase of that old mechanic’s garage he
unwittingly claimed an enviable spot for his Surflight Theatre,
mapping in a small way, the footprint of the complex that stands in
that same location today; a prime location, a stone’s throw from the
beach in an area now designated as The Beach Haven Historic
District.
The purchase also created an aura of permanence for all
associated with the theatre and allowed management to focus fully
on the quality and excellence of the productions.
Attendance continued to climb as each Summer welcomed a
roster of popular Broadway musicals and intriguing drama and
revues. The Surflight Theatre grew in popularity; attracting a diverse
community of theatre-goers from around New Jersey and from
many other states.
As Surflight grew the quality of the productions drew national
attention. It is not surprising, therefore, that Life Magazine featured
The Surflight Theatre in its Special New York issue on August 9th,
1969; a noteworthy recognition that remains one of the proudest
moments in Surflight’s history. The iconic photograph published in
the centerfold of that issue, of Surflighters dancing atop the dunes on
the beach in Beach Haven, has been reprinted in this book not only
because it captured the delightful, energetic spirit inherent in every
Surflighter, but also as a tribute to enduring love that Surflighters
have for their theatre.
In 1969 Surflight repeated the performance of “Music Man” and
added several other popular shows to its Summer roster, including
“The Student Prince”, “The Flower Drum Song” and “Dial “M” for
Murder”. The theatre continued to operate on a one- week Summer
Stock rotation for the next several years.
With the production schedule stable management once again
turned its attention to matters of real estate.
Theatre in a garage. Only surviving photo.
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The acquisition of a former bakery building, adjacent to the
theatre, lead to the spectacular roll-out of The ShowPlace Ice- Cream
Parlor, which opened to the public in 1975. A collaboration between
Joe Hayes and his friend Scott Henderson, a local banker, the
purchase was a brilliant move. The ShowPlace Ice-cream Parlor was
a fascinating concept at that time and provided an experience that
remains unique and unparalleled even now among theatres
nationwide. Food, ice cream and a spectacular show served-up by
singing waiters or waitri, a term coined by Surflighters, the ice-cream
parlor was back then and still remains a deliciously alluring
attraction. The unique experience of enjoying heavenly ice-cream
while being entertained by delightfully talented young people came
to be known as “the show before the show” as more and more
patrons deemed this ritual an obligatory prelude to the show in the
main theatre. The parlor generally remained open until after the
show at Surflight ended so that those who preferred to have their
delicious ShowPlace treat before heading home were never
disappointed.
The theatre thrived in its new location. With its popularity
enhanced by the lure of the delightful “show before the show” at the
Show Place Ice Cream Parlor, a visit to the theatre became an
eagerly anticipated Summer routine for the families in Beach Haven,
its surrounding communities and the crowds of vacationers that
visited each year.
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Scott Henderson

From the wistful and glowingly positive accounts of those who had attended
shows during those early years and from the recollections of those who had
heard delightful stories from parents and grandparents who had proudly
supported the theatre, it is clear that Surflight and the Beach Haven community
had forged, way back then, a symbiotic relationship that would, time and time
again, prove invaluable in Surflight’s struggle to survive.
But tragedy struck in 1976. While away on business in Boston Joe Hayes
suffered a massive heart attack and died in a hospital there. Joe’s death shocked
the community and production was immediately suspended during the period
of grief and mourning that followed. The funeral service was held at St. Francis’
Roman Catholic Church in his beloved adopted hometown of Beach Haven and
his body was buried….But there was no question about what would happen
next. Everyone knew, without being told, that “the show must go on.” Joe had
made his wishes clear over the years by openly and endlessly proclaiming his
total dedication to the existence, sustainability and well-being of Surflight.
Scott Henderson immediately stepped up to the plate. A corporation, HML
Productions, was formed to continue the business of the theatre with Scott
Henderson as president, Eleanor Miller as Producer and Joseph N. Lane, III as
general manager responsible for all matters related to the well-being of the cast;
which included the most important duty of providing three meals per day for
them.
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he new corporation, HML Productions, immediately got down to work. With the new season already
in progress the team had to ensure that the shows
produced after Joe’s death would be as reliably spectacular as those preceding it. Instinctively everyone
remembered that “the show must go on.” And it did. That season
saw a repeat of the popular musical “Music Man” and premiere
Surflight productions of several other wonderful Broadway hits such
as “Hello Dolly”, “The Owl and the Pussy Cat”, “Anything Goes” and
“1776”.
Energized by the memory of Joe’s tenacious quest to make
Surflight the pre-eminent Summer stock theatre in the region,
perhaps in the country, the two people most intimately acquainted
with the affairs of the theatre joined forces; creating a well-matched,
dynamic team that managed Surflight in the period that followed
Joe’s death up until Eleanor Miller retired in 1990.
The period from July 1976 to 1998 saw many significant changes.
The theatre achieved tremendous growth at the hands of a rotating
cadre of directors and producers. Each new producer projected his
own style and bestowed his signature stamp on the productions
launched during his tenure.
By 1977, twenty-seven years after the first show in the shaky tent
in the abandoned parking lot, Surflight had gained regional
recognition and had increased its real estate holdings to three; having
seized the opportunity to buy a boarding house located ten blocks
away from the theatre on Dolphin and Bay Avenues that year.

The property was converted into seasonal housing for the cast
and its proximity to the theatre provided some measure of relief to
the overworked crew who welcomed the ability to move quickly
from “home” to “work”. Prior to this move the cast had been
accommodated in a rented former boarding house a few blocks
north of Engleside Avenue. This property was later sold in 2006
when plans were approved to renovate and expand the mechanic’s
garage; the first building that Joe Hayes had purchased in 1954 and
Surflight Theatre’s permanent home up until 1986. The building had
been shuttered after new fire code regulations deemed it unfit for use
as a theatre. The building was complete overhauled, creating several
new spaces; a scene shop, paint shop and prop shop on the ground
floor with comfortable housing for the cast on the newly added
upper levels. The new cast house was dedicated to the memory of
the builder’s mother and is known as the Delores Moeller Cast
House.
Another property, knick-named “The Grey House.” because of
its color, was purchased in 1986 for staff housing and the real estate
acquisitions continued.
The Joseph P. Hayes Theatre, Inc., a non-profit incorporated in
1980, was founded in Joe’s memory. Though originally dedicated to
raising scholarship funds for Surflight’s growing Intern &
Apprentice Program, the group later expanded its role and its fundraising efforts into other areas of Surflight’s management.
Scott Henderson was instrumental in securing the purchase of the
land for the construction of the fifth and final building; the building

The Second Stage~
Custodians of Joe’s Dream
the years after Joe Hayes’ death

Eleanor Miller’s retirement in 1990, was a momentous event that
ushered in a disquieting period of change. In addition to his
responsibilities as general manager and overseer Scott Henderson
had assumed the demanding role of Producer while Guil Fisher was
named Artistic Director. The theater’s season was modified from 1week to 2-week “stock” to facilitate fewer but much better managed
productions, bringing the number of shows per season to 12 shows
over 24 weeks instead of the 24 shows per season produced in the
past. But things were quite hectic nevertheless. A fire in 1991 forced
the renovation of the Grey House which was then painted beige to
match the theatre building. In response to heavy demand Surflight
increases to four the number of shows produced each week in The
Children’s Theatre yet staff and crew continued the seemingly nonstop schedule of auditions, rehearsals and productions.
Guil Fisher retired in 1994 and Eddie Todd, who’d been
managing the Children’s Theatre, became Artistic Director of the
mainstage productions.
By 1995 Surflight and Showplace had together reached an
enviable but unanticipated milestone; employing seventy people

that houses the theatre as we know it today. The houses that stood
on the site where the current theatre stands were razed to make
room for the new theatre. The site was perfect as it was adjacent to
the old mechanic’s garage that was Surflight Theater first permanent
home. In 1987 the new Surflight Theatre with its 450 plush seats and
a 40’x24’ stage was formally opened. The Surflight Theatre complex
was finally complete; an arc of five buildings that together occupy
six-tenths of an acre between Engleside Avenue and Centre Street.
By the end of 1989 Surflight was producing 24 shows in 24 weeks
in the new theatre and the cast had grown to 18 performers. It was a
most hectic schedule for cast and crew since the introduction of the
group sales marketing campaign that year had proved quite effective
and popular. However, production was maintained at the expected
level.

In an incredible show of good faith
and humanity in the early 2000’s,
right before show‐ time, the Box
Office received a call that a bus had
broken down in Ship Bottom carrying
50 audience members. Steve Steiner,
quick thinker that he is, went on stage
and asked for volunteers to drive their
cars and follow him. About 15‐20 cars
drove down to pick up the missing
audience members. The performance
was delayed 35 minutes late but the
show went on to a standing ovation!
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each Summer and adding significantly to the overall burden of a
management staff already stretched thin.
Preoccupied with real-estate ventures while charged with the
general management of the theatre company Scott Henderson was
over-extended and he knew it. He finally determined that it was time
for change. Surflight needed a full-time Production team- a dedicated
Artistic Director and a Production Manager committed to taking the
theatre to the next level.
In 1998 the new team arrived.
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HURRICANE SANDY

A Poem by Pat Sullivan

Surflight Surrenders
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stage struck

cancelled

36

perturbed

Mr. Sullivan, a local resident, first published this
poem in Long Beach Island’s Sandpaper.

Beach Haven, beach heaven, no more.

Understudies untried, ushers unneeded, ultimatums ushered
Vacationers victimized, voices vacant, volunteers voided
Wardrobes wanting, whiskers/wigs weathered, wonderland wasted
Xanadu "xanadon't" (anymore)
Yellow Brick Roads, yanked youngsters' yearnings yoked
Zeppo zipped, Ziegfeld zapped

Town tarnished

Talent terminated, thespians thumped, theater threatened

Summer stock stranded

Sixty-five SURFLIGHT seasons secured, spotlights spent,

cancelled, costumes closeted, curtain closed, . curtain calls

Cast

Dancing done, debt deepens, drama dampened, damsels distressed
Encores eulogized, Engleside emptied, entr'acte ended
Families flummoxed, footlights finished, front rows flooded
Gardens garroted, greasepaint garaged, gallows guffaws
Headlines hurt, Hayes (J.P.) heartbroken
Interns incensed, Intermission interred
Jesters jettisoned, judge jurispruding
Kids' shows k'od, KISS ME KATE no more
Laughter lost, lighting louvered, lyrics languish
Matinees mourned, memories meld, mics muted, music martyred
New shows nixed, nostalgia neutered
Opening nights orphaned, orchestra ostracized, overtures over
Previews/performances postponed, Playbill pages purged, Patrons

silenced

Questionable queries, (Don) Quixote quieted
Refreshments restocked, rehearsals retired, revivals reneged
Scenery stored, shows stricken, SHOWPLACE shuttered, singing

'Broadway at the beach' "Brigadoomed!”

Bankruptcy bargain, "Bravos " banished

angered

ctors axed, applause aborted, auction actioned, audiences

A

A Poem by Pat Sullivan

Surflight Surrenders

HURRICANE SANDY
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A lively number from Elf the Musical

he arrival of Steve Steiner and his wife Gail in 1998
foreshadowed a pivotal juncture in Surflight’s
history. The Steiners arrived at a time when Surflight
desperately need strong and focused leadership; an
Artistic Director and a capable Production Manager
ready to chart the course for the new millennium. The new theatre
building was perfect. The complex of buildings had been established
and a grueling schedule had seen production resume reliably each

Summer. Surflight Theatre was primed and well-positioned for
elevation to the next level. There was work to be done. With Steve
at the helm as Artistic Director and Gail as Company and
Production Manager, the Steiners did not disappoint.
Ironically, Steve’s rise in the world of theatre bore some striking
similarities to the path taken by Joe Hayes decades earlier. Steve
loved theatre; especially Summer Stock Theatre and reminisced
recently about the time when he attended shows at the first ever
Summer Stock Theatre in his hometown of St. Louis. “I grew up in
the St. Louis area, and every Summer we attended the MUNY, the
largest and oldest Outdoor Stock Theatre in the country. My
Grandfather had Season Tickets, and we attended every Sunday
night for 10 weeks.” The trips to the Summer theatre were a wellloved family routine and even as a boy in the audience Steve yearned
to perform on stage. As a young man he got his chance.
Steve auditioned in 1980, got his first role in “Carnival” with
Robert Conrad in the leading role and in 1981 played a major
supporting role to Florence Henderson in “Annie Get Your Gun”.
He then moved to New York and went on to star in several
Broadway and off-Broadway productions.
Steve’s life-long passion for the performing arts and his extensive
experience in the theatre arts, as performer and manager, qualified
him as a worthy custodian of Joe’s dream. He was a well-qualified

The Third Stage~
The new millennium,
The new Surflight

This new team became the backbone of the theatre. Their years
of service and dedication buoyed the theatre and kept it going even
as darkness threatened. Many accolades were accorded from 1999
onwards as Surflight was recognized for the stellar quality of its
productions. The Steiners proved to be just what the theatre needed
at that time; at the dawn of the new millennium.
During the Steiners’ tenure Surflight experienced remarkable
growth. Main-Stage attendance grew from 22,704 in 1997 to over
52,000 in 2009; while the Children’s Theatre grew from about
15,000 annually to nearly 20,000. The Steiners focused on growth
and diversification. The Concert and Comedy Night Series was
introduced in 2003 and drew in nearly 6,200 people annually.
Surflight To Go, a Touring Educational Theatre Company was
created in 2004 and played 135 performances a year in schools across
NJ, PA, DE, NY and even as far as CT. The theatre also staged
Surflight’s first production of a new work during this period, in

dream-keeper and so was Gail, his wife, who’d also accumulated
many significant triumphs and credentials in the theater business.

A romantic scene from Bright Star
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association with East Lynne Theatre, another professional New
Jersey theatre company.
While Steve managed the artistic dimensions of production Gail
worked tirelessly behind the scenes. She’d also had an impressive
background in managing theatre productions and she was a
marketing whizz. It’s no accident that ticket sales reached a record
high in 2000. Dinner theatre and lunch matinee packages were
offered for the first time, enticing groups from as far away as Staten
Island, New York and Delaware. The Celebrity Concert Series
brought venerable talent such as Tom Chapin, Tommy Emmanuel
and the legendary lead singers of the Temptations to Surflight
Theatre.
In 1999 Surflight entered into an agreement with Actors’ Equity
Association, gaining access to the finest Actors and Stage Managers
in the Country. From 1999 on, professional actors and novice
community talent bonded effortlessly in preparation for a packed
roster of shows. Working at a frenetic pace under the nurturing
guidance of the theatre’s artistic management team the eclectic mix
of professionals, early-career talent and novices produced highquality shows. The overarching goal was to make each show the best
show. The pace was as grueling as ever but rewarding.
Surflight Theatre also became an associate member of the New
Jersey Theatre Alliance in 1999 and by the year 2000, the production
season had been extended to 20 weeks.
In a three-part series of articles about Surflight Theatre published
in the Summer of 2000, The New York Times focused its spotlight
on the essence of the theatre; the spirit of the people who are
Surflight. Writing of the quality of the shows, the boundless energy
and enthusiasm of the performers and the drive and commitment of
the management team the reporter conceded, in his summary, that
attendance at the Surflight “has been climbing in an age when
summer stock has almost faded into American history.” That
indomitable spirit, aptly noted in the article, is as evident today as it
was in 2000; indeed, from the very start.
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In 2001 Surflight Theatre was voted Best Theatre Company in
Ocean County by an Asbury Park Press Readers Poll. That same
year the Press of Atlantic City named Surflight “Southern New
Jersey’s Premiere Regional Equity Theatrical Company”. In 2002
Surflight became a full member of the New Jersey Theatre Alliance
as well as a member of the South Jersey Cultural Alliance. In 2003
Surflight was presented with the prestigious New Jersey Governor’s
Tourism Arts Award and in 2005 received the Excellence in
Tourism Award in partnership with Jersey Shore Entertainment and
the Trump Plaza.
Surflight partnered with Jersey Shore Entertainment to create the
“Broadway on the Boardwalk” Series in Atlantic City and six shows
were produced during the period from 2004-2005. The popularity of
the shows prompted management to continue this arrangement by
staging performances in various casinos throughout the country; an
arrangement that continued even after the Steiners’ tenure at
Surflight ended in 2010.
Theatre management extended its marketing efforts to specific
target groups and concentrated on developing and nurturing existing
partnerships with local businesses such as Breeze Radio, Lakewood
Blue Claws, and Yellow Book Advertisers in the bid to increase
attendance; a strategy that realized a tremendous spike in theatre
attendance. Within a few short years, from 2003 to 2008, Group
sales had increased by 150% and by the end of 2008 Surflight’s
mailing list included over 31,500 households; names and address of
patrons who’d actually attended at least one show at Surflight. The
list included theater- goers in all 21 counties of NJ, as well as patrons
from all of the other 49 states, Washington DC and 13 other
countries.
With diversification and acclaim came increased expenditure. The
budget for the complex grew from $900,000.00 in 1998 to almost $3
Million in 2009. Accolades accrued yet demise threatened. With
turbulence on the horizon the Board of Directors decided to take
Surflight in a different direction and the Steiner’s tenure came to an
end in 2010. Roy Miller (a former Surflight apprentice and
Broadway producer) was hired along with his business partner Tim
Laczynski to run the theatre.
Buffeted by the winds of change as a new course was charted,
management changed hands a few times during the period of 2010 –
2012. The theatre re-organized under bankruptcy protection in 2011
but the blackout was imminent. The Board finally succumbed to the
inevitable in early 2015 after a series of natural disasters and other
unfortunate events.
The final curtain call played out in 2015 but it was by no means
the final chapter in Surflight’s story.
A self-proclaimed custodian of Joe’s Dream lurked in the wings
and was hard at work behind the scene. Determined to keep Joe’s
dream alive Steve Steiner had never really stopped working for
Surflight and must be credited with engineering its revival when all
seemed lost. Steve crafted his pitch and knew just the person to call.
He revealed the following details in a recent interview:
“I spent two years working to find a solution to be able to reopen
Surflight Theatre after its closing following the 2014 Season. After
several disappointments and brick walls in my way, I presented the

The cast of Disney’s Newsies takes a bow (2017)

echoes through the wind, the waves, the surf and the halls of the
theatre; even after the theatre had remained shuttered for almost two
years.
Al didn’t need much convincing. As a producer himself, he is no
stranger to the mesmerizing world of the theatre and Broadway
productions. He had produced one of the longest running musicals
on Broadway, The Fantasticks and had accrued an impressive list of
other credits. He immediately recognized the importance of

Million Dollar Quartet

idea to Al Parinello. Al was the Producer with whom we partnered
on the BROADWAY ON THE BOARDWALK Series in Atlantic
City. It was December, 2016. Al Likes to say I ruined his Christmas,
as he spent much of the Holiday Season researching Surflight
Theatre’s History, its string of successes and the reasons for its
closing.”
Joe’s dream has a way of attracting worthy, energetic custodians
who find it almost impossible to ignore his mesmerizing call as it
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Super Storm Sandy that tore mercilessly through the area that same
year. But, always the venerable businessman, Al had to feel relatively
sure that purchasing the complex would be both good for the
community and a wise business decision. After seemingly
interminable rounds of delicate negotiations a deal was reached with
the bank that owned Surflight in late February 2017 and on March
6, 2017 the reopening of Surflight was announced; much to the
delight of the many people who loved “the little theatre on the
beach”; the many who turned up to volunteer their help; the many
who cleared and cleaned and bolstered and boosted, all in the loving
effort to see the doors of the beloved theatre opened once again. And
with the keys to Surflight Theatre finally in hand, Al became a most
worthy custodian of Joe’s dream.

Saturday Night Fever exuberance!

preserving the theatre that had become a vital part of the Beach
Haven community. He was hooked; mesmerized by the story of
Joe’s dream and the theatre that had survived several disasters,
including a fire in 2012 that had damaged the costume shop area and
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Surflight re-opened, with great fanfare on June 22, 2017. With a
rousing season of 6 Broadway productions the theatre was back! The
partnership between owner, Al Parinello and The Steiner team is
sound and with the support of a proud community, Joe’s Dream is
in good hands.
The journey of transition from a vacant lot to a mechanic’s
garage to the impressive complex of buildings that is now the
Surflight theatre is a study in the power of dreams, tenacity and
sheer spunk. Alternately flourishing (from 1956-) and perishing
(with bankruptcy in 2013 and the blackout that followed) Surflight
Theatre has survived its many transformations, including the last
blackout that lasted almost two years, from May 2015- June 2017.
What started as a little makeshift theatre in an abandoned lot is
now an award-winning theatre company; a community treasure that
has captured the minds and hearts of theatre- lovers in Beach Haven,
its surrounding communities and the theatre community at large.
The first shows were not held in posh surroundings. There was
no stylish auditorium, no fancy theatre building. Although a live 12piece orchestra accompanied every performance, the rough-andtumble structures of the early Surflight Theatre lacked the most
basic amenities. The lack of bathroom facilities has been faithfully
documented in the accounts of patrons who had to walk down the
block to use the facilities at City Hall. Yet, patrons reliably
supported the fledgling venture. The community was hooked and so
was the staff; some of whom proudly over the years referred to the
theater as Broadway at the beach; a moniker earned by its proximity
to the beachfront. Appropriately, the name is still used today as
several Broadway shows are produced each season in Beach Haven.
Now, seventy years later, the theatre au plein air- the pop-up
amphitheater that presented its first two seasons in a flappy tent in a
vacant parking lot- is a remarkable historic structure.
The new theatre was completed in 1987—in a project that topped
1.9 million dollars in expenditure. Today, the new Surflight Theatre
stands tall; a beacon to theatre-goers in Beach Heaven and beyond; a
proud testament to the power of perseverance. The building situated
permanent structure that Surflight called home. Condemned in 1986
after new fire code violations restricted its use as a theatre it has been
re-fashioned as the costume and props shop.
The structure has been preserved in its original form wherever
possible though the leaky tin roof has been replaced. In addition to
its exterior exit door, the building provides easy access from within
to the dressing rooms, stage and interior of the theatre. The
adjoining buildings continue the tale of acquisition. Adjacent to the
shop is the Delores Moeller cast house. Named for the mother of a
major donor, the two-story building houses thirty-three interns and
visiting artists during the production season. With twelve bedrooms,
an extra-large kitchen and laundry facilities and several comfy
communal spaces it provides a home away from home, with easy

The cast of Footloose rehearses

in a prime location, one block from the beach in Beach Haven’s
Historic District, is truly an architectural gem.
The configuration of the complex practically replicates the
history of the theatre. The old mechanic’s garage, the very first
Surflight building, anchors the complex on one side. It is the first

access to the beach. Adjacent to this building is the Grey house
which abuts the main theatre building which is anchored on the
right by the Showplace Ice Cream Parlor. It’s a charming complex
with a courtyard that facilitates easy access from the theatre to the
Ice cream parlor; the two buildings used by the public. The
courtyard is paved with red brick, some of which memorialize
donors in what has become an ongoing fundraising project. The
space is also used as an outdoor display area.
But there’s more. Cleverly designed and visible only to the very
observant ones, the balcony overlooking the courtyard is wellknown by the children who, excitedly anticipating a magical
performance in the Children’s Theatre, have stood in this courtyard
gazing expectantly upward, awaiting the appearance of the Princess
or some other fascinating character on that balcony.
Rising slightly taller than the buildings that surround it, the
tallest building in the complex- the main theatre building- is an
eclectic mix of modern and period architecture.
The building boasts a fine lobby that houses a grand piano and a
majestic organ. An impressive in-house library of books devoted to
the theatre arts, an expansive collection available to both casual
readers and scholars, is shelved in bookcases strategically placed
throughout the lobby. The books were donated from Al Parinello’s
extensive and invaluable personal collection.
The fully air-conditioned auditorium boasts 450 upholstered
seats; some of which display plaques naming donors who have given
generously in support of the theatre.
The entire complex has been expanded and modernized in
planned and unplanned outlays ventures over the years; including
the repairs necessitated by the twin disasters of 2012- the Easter
Sunday fire that damaged the costume shop and the floods of
superstorm Sandy.
Thanks to new ownership and the help and support of a proud
community, Surflight Theatre has been loving restored, is open for
business and doing what it does best; producing first class shows. But
the restoration and upgrades continue as a part of regularly

In 1969, there were 62 people em‐
ployed weekly including 22 apprentices.
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scheduled ongoing maintenance. Management is committed to
maintaining a first-class facility and is heavily vested in the growth
and survival of this new Surflight Theater.
That the little theatre on the beach has survived, against
overwhelming odds, tells us as much about Joe Hayes as it does
about those who love and appreciate what Surflight means to the
community of Beach Haven. For what is community without
theatre? Perhaps Joe knew all along that his Beach Haven
community was a strong community of people as determined to see
a thriving theatre in Beach Haven as he was. Perhaps Joe knew, way
back then, that he was part of a community of theatre-lovers with
legendary optimism; a community that would work to keep his
dream alive. Perhaps it wasn’t just the gentle tug of a chance
friendship that brought Joe and Al together to save Surflight. Things
just seemed to come together in the nick of time, just when they
need to---for such is the magic of Joe’s dream.
Joe’s dream has survived, triumphant, supported by the same
community that welcomed the little theatre on the beach seventy years
ago. Joe Hayes would be proud of what Surflight has become.
Proud, and thankful; but not surprised. His picture hangs
prominently in the lobby and it has been said that his ghost lingers;
haunting familiar places …and people. He is still very much talked
about…both by those who witnessed and still remember his
enigmatic presence and by the tour guides at the Long Beach Island
Historical Society…who have included one of the first Surflight
buildings, where Joe’s ghost has reportedly been seen, as a stop on its
Ghosts of LBI tour.
Surflight continues to make history.

A
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t once enigmatic and charming, explosive,
stubborn and spontaneous, one thing’s for
certain: life throbbed in his veins fueling his
dream to bring Broadway productions to the
beach-side community of Beach Haven.
Hailed by the New York Times, in a feature article that profiled
the Surflight Theatre in 2000, as “a man of legendary optimism”, Joe
Hayes was also a dreamer. A businessman, a member of the Beach
Haven community, he was passionate about the theatre. Known for
his mercurial temperament, he was a stickler for perfection. He was
a fussy dresser but a dedicated friend.
Recalled fondly as a Buddy Holly look-alike, we know that Joe
hailed from New York. “Mr. Hayes is a veteran of many forms of
the entertainment world having appeared in some twelve musicals,
an assistant stage manager for the Ice Capades, a technical supervisor
for Ringling Bros. Circus; he also staged the Aquashow in Flushing
Meadows for two seasons.” This direct quote taken from published
material in our archives gives some background information about
Joe’s career prior to his arrival in Beach Haven.
Not much is known about Joe and the first shows produced by
the theatre now known as The Surflight Theatre. From what we
know, we can conclude that Joe’s dream of a vibrant theatre on the
New Jersey shore was nourished and sustained by his lifelong
passion for drama, musicals and the theatre. It is said that he was
“bitten by the Summer stock and community theatre bug”.
In 1944 he’d entered the Navy. Having written and produced
three plays while in the Navy: Ankles Aweigh, Hook Line and Stinker

and Knock it off, upon his discharge he’d headed for the Broadway
Mecca, New York, where he satiated his theatre obsession as he
danced at the Roxy Theatre and several other clubs and appeared in
such shows as “Annie Get Your Gun”. After two seasons as producer
of the famed AquaShow in Flushing, NY he relocated to Long Beach
Island; after being mugged in New York.

Who was Joe Hayes?

While we will never know for sure what fueled Joe’s dream or his
passion for drama and the theatre, what we know confirms that he
was passionate about the theatre, was driven to create something
magical and that he had the support of the Beach Haven community
right from the start.
Those who knew Joe recall that he lived by the mantra: “The
show must go on.” And go on it did; even when most people would
have given up. He thrived on showmanship. On stage before every
performance, after thanking the audience for coming and just before
the curtain rises, he would utter softly the phrase for which he is
famously known: “And now the lights will slowly dim.”
We know that the performances he produced via his Surflight
Summer Theatre were very well received and that he seemed to have
no trouble finding performers for his shows. It is therefore not
surprising that Joe Haynes, the magical mastermind behind the
dream that refused to die, persisted despite overwhelming odds.
He obviously loved children. He paraded as Boffo the clown in the
very first show produced for children. He made them laugh even as
he was laughing himself.
And he inspired a generation of aspiring performers; teaching by
his example that perseverance is its own best reward.
Never one to turn away a paying patron, he is remembered with
the famous quote:
“Sure we have seats! Put some chairs in the aisles!”.
Joe Hayes can best be described as seen through the eyes of his
disciples: the Surflighters.
A Surflighter from 1969 was struck by “Joe’s ability to make
people believe.”
Another remembers a rather resourceful Joe: “When we first
moved into King’s Garage we had a problem with the roof- it leaked
over the piano. When it rained Joe would run around to Kapler’s
and buy lots of chewing gum. We’d all stand around chewing gum
and when it got soft we’d hand it up to an apprentice to stick over
the leak.”

Ironically, Joe Hayes a person who
never learned to drive won a car in a
raffle. He decided to sell the car and
use the proceeds to build a swimming
pool at his home for the cast and crew
of Surflight Theatre to use during the
summer months in their off hours.
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And yet another remembers the ebullient Joe; a man full of life
and vitality:
“The secret of Surflight’s success is the secret of Joe Hayes and his
brand of enthusiasm.”
He’s also been remembered as a great promoter of Pepsi…there’s
even an artist’s rendition of Joe in a Pepsi booth, smiling as he lifts a
bottle of Pepsi in hand, as if toasting to someone or something ;
though no one so far could tell, with any certainty, whether Joe
secretly held stocks in the Pepsi Cola company.
Joe died of a massive heart attack at the age of 50.

1958: School teacher Eleanor C. Miller joins the staff and implements several changes, creating and streamlining the business aspects of
managing patrons and attendance. A real box-office, complete with ticketing and ushers, was introduced.



1975: The Show Place Ice-cream Parlor opens next to the theatre. Joe Hayes and Scott Henderson are business partners in this venture
and they had purchased the building. Exciting shows are served up with very large helpings of delicious ice-cream.

1976: Joe Hayes suffers a fatal heart attack. The Surflight family and the entire community is rocked and saddened by his untimely
passing.

The HML Production Company is formed with Scott Henderson, Eleanor Miller and Joe Lane as principals.

1977: The Joe Hayes Theatre Company is formed

The Joe Hayes Theatre Company purchases a boarding house on Dolphin and Bay Avenues. This building was used as a primary cast
housing facility. The house had 16 bedrooms and 9 bathrooms.
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Eleanor Miller streamlines ticketing and ushering procedures

1970-79

1967: Surflight gets a permanent home. Joe Hayes purchases the mechanic’s garage that he’d rented in 1954.





1954: Surflight moves to the first fixed indoor space; an old mechanic’s garage.



1960-69

1950: The very first show. Surflight is born in a vacant lot in Beach Haven.



1950-1959

DECADES OF THEATRE Memories ~ the way we were

1991: An untimely fire forces a renovation of the Grey House, which is subsequently re-painted beige to match the theater.

The now famous Surflight Children’s Theatre is extended to 4 performances a week, in order to accommodate the increasingly heavy
demand for tickets.

1994: Guil Fisher retires from Surflight and Eddie Todd is named the new Artistic Director.

1996: The second season of the immensely popular Surfy’s Children’s Breakfasts at Morrison’s Restaurant begins. Starring Surfy the
Dancing Surflight Dog and other favorite characters from Surflight’s weekly Children’s Theatre.

Two productions, Nunsense and Forever Plaid, are produced in repertory, alternating nights in early September in an attempt to entice
one-week vacationers to attend two shows during their stay.

1997: In response to even greater demand, Children’s Theatre is extended to 5 performances per week.

1998: Surflight welcomes a new Artistic Director, Steve Steiner and his wife, Gail Anderson Steiner, to serve as the theater’s Company
Manager and Production Manager.
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1990: Eleanor Miller retires.

1990-99

1980: The Joseph P. Hayes Theatre, Inc. is founded in Joe’s memory as a nonprofit organization dedicated to raising scholarship funds for
Surflight’s growing Intern & Apprentice Program that began in the 1950s as “The Apprentice Program” and for the eventual purchase
and operation of a new Surflight building.
1987: Six and one-half months and 1.9 million dollars later the all-Surflight Theatre is born! A 40’ x 24’ stage, 450 upholstered seats and air
conditioning! The building still has a tin roof, but no mosquitoes. With construction of the new theatre, Show Place gets a “face-lift.”
Surflight begins a group sales effort.

1980-89

1979: Surflight’s season extended to 14 weeks; 14 full-stage musicals produced in 1-week stock; 7 performances per week featuring a cast of
15.









Surflight receives funding from the New Jersey State Council on the Arts for the first time.

Asbury Park Press Readers Poll names Surflight Best Theater Company in Ocean County (Best of Monmouth & Ocean Counties).
Asbury Park Press also names Artistic Director Steve Steiner one of New Jersey’s Top 5 “Hot Artists.”

Press of Atlantic City names Surflight “Southern New Jersey’s Premiere Regional Equity Theatrical Company.”

2002 Theatre becomes a full member of the New Jersey Theatre Alliance as well as a member of the South Jersey Cultural Alliance.

2003: In April at the Governor’s Conference on Tourism, Surflight Theatre is presented the prestigious Governor’s Tourism Arts Award.

Surflight produces 24 weeks on the MainStage and 12 weeks of Children’s Theatre.

The concept of Dinner /Theatre Lunch/Matinee is introduced. Ticket sales are at an all time high.

Production season is 20 weeks long.

Headliner introduced as experiment—John Davidson in Concert. Very Successful.

December production of Miracle on 34th street—sells out 7 of 10 times.

Production is now 24 weeks on Mainstage and 12 weeks Children’s theatre.

2003: Surflight wins prestigious Governor’s Tourism Award.

Seasonal Attendance has doubled to over 60,000.

Surflight on the road: “The Next Wave” performs at Fantasy Island Amusement Park in August of this year.

2004. Launch of Surflight- to- Go

Surflight produces first show for Trump Plaza casino in April.

A new musical is offered for the first time. “Magic in the Music”
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2001: The non- profit Joseph P. Hayes Theatre, Inc realized its long- term goal and purchased the Surflight Theatre complex through a
deal engineered by Steve Steiner with The New Jersey Economic Development Authority, Show Place Inc. and Commerce (now TD)
Bank.



2000-2010
The dawn of the new millennium: Diversification.

Surflight- to- go performed off-site more than 65 times this year.

The computerization of box office is completed and Surflight offers a flex pass 10 ticket purchase for the first time.

Eight Surflight premieres offered this year; shows that were never before produced at Surflight.

Summer camp is started for young children and high-schoolers: Mini Show Place Experience is introduced and also Meet Shakespeare in
Bicentennial Park.









2007: Focus on marketing activities increased.

2008: Surflight reaches a new milestone. Surflight to go has served 133,000 students in all 21 New Jersey counties.

2008: Another milestone reached: Surflight Theatre’s annual audience continues to grow. Over 78,000 patrons enjoyed MainStage
performances, Children’s Theatre, MainStage Mornings, and the Concert Series.









New website launched.



2011, the board of directors filed for bankruptcy protection in order to reorganize the financial foundation of the institution.

2010-2015
Turbulent times.

60th anniversary celebrated on June 27, 2009.
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Surflight gets capital improvement grant from the Casino Reinvestment Development Authority. (2nd ladies’ restroom is built;
improvements to Artist/Technician housing facility and new wireless microphone system purchased.



2009:

The old theatre building becomes the set construction and costume shops for the new theatre.



2006

2005:



2015: Blackout In early 2015; Joseph P. Hayes Theatre Inc. (dba Surflight Theatre) filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy and the theater was
closed.

2017: A New Beginning: A NEW ERA and A NEW VISION: 2017-

Surflight re-opened on June 23, 2017 under the new ownership of New Jersey native Al Parinello. Mr. Parinello is a real estate investor,
Broadway and Movie Producer and was the lead Producer for The Fantasticks in New York. Mr Parinello leased the entire Surflight
complex to Ocean Professional Theatre Company a 501c3 organization. With Steve Steiner as Producing Artistic Director the season
resulted in 39 sell outs and a 40% higher than expected attendance for 2017. The Show Place Ice Cream Parlor has also successfully
reopened with in-house management.
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2013 Bankruptcy is declared amid the struggle for re-organization.



How did their relationship begin?
Producer and Surflight owner, Al
Parinello and Steve Steiner, Producing
Artistic Director, formed a partnership
in 2004 to co‐produce a series of great
Broadway musicals called Broadway
on the Boardwalk a at the Atlantic City
Plaza Hotel.

2012: Miller and his business partner withdrew from the operation. Theatre veteran, Ken Myers returned to the theatre as Executive
Director. The theatre was flooded and sustained damages from Superstorm Sandy as well as from a fire at a nearby restaurant, but
recovered and opened for the 2013 summer season.



E

very theatre should be lucky enough to have one. That
special person who loves that special theatre so much
that he or she cannot bear to part with anything that has
the name of the theatre imprinted on or mentioned in it.
Kudos to Bill Yoder, Surflight’s Accidental Archivist.
He is the keeper of the memories and the pictures and the souvenir
programs …and he actually knew Joe Hayes. Bill and his family also
hosted several cast parties at his home back in the days when Joe
Hayes was alive.
As accidental archivists go, Bill Yoder has probably topped them
all. The memorial wall in his home is dedicated to the display of
Surflight memorabilia. No history of the beloved theatre could have
been written without access to the well-preserved artifacts and
mementos that he’s so zealously garnered and guarded from the time
he became involved with the theatre. He’s even retroactively
collected anything he could find from the days that preceded his
direct involvement with the theatre.
Just in case you were wondering, Bill really does have an exciting
life apart from Surflight Theatre. A life full of great work, welldeserved awards and precious memories. In 1961 Bill started work at
The Montgomery Publishing Company; a family-owned business;
newspaper publishers who in addition to publishing the local Long
Beach Island’s popular newspaper the Beachcomber, published the
North Philadelphia Globe, The Sun of Oreland, The Times
Chronicle and others.
Motor racing is a very important part of his life with his first race
at the Indy 500 taking place in 1960. He is the 1977 recipient of the
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Ace Lane Memorial Award. He is active in many organizations and
is a life member of the National Old Times Auto Race Club, a life
member of the Long Beach Historical Society …and since 1960 has
been a dedicated worker for Surflight Theatre as a member of the
non-profit Joseph P. Hayes Corporation formed in 1980 and as a
member of the Advisory Board.
Bill’s also a professional photographer who, with the help of his
camera, has allowed us to see more clearly the story we have
endeavored to tell.
Thank you, Bill, for keeping the memories so that we can write
the story, gustily and more accurately than we ever could have
hoped to do. You’re a true Surflighter.

Bill Yoder

Bill Yoder ~ Surflight’s Accidental Archivist

T
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hough records show that as early as 1954 there was a
weekly show for children, the Children’s Theatre
was formally introduced in 1956, with Joe Hayes
himself playing the role of Boffo The Clown. The
concept of a Children’s Theatre highlighted an
essential component of Surflight’s mission:
The Children's Theatre provides entertainment for ages 2-10 to
promote a lifelong interest in the performing arts. Our educational
program includes Surflight To-Go, a touring educational theatre
company.
The princess appears on the balcony overlooking the courtyard,
much to the delight of the youngsters gathered expectantly below.
Or, the wizard kisses the hand of one of the dumbstruck little
patrons. This is children’s theatre at its finest. Accessible performers
and delighted little fans.
Though the children’s shows started as improvised entertainment for the little ones it grew into its own with the 1956
makeover. Reputable, popular musical adaptations of well-known
fairy tales for children have been produced each Summer, from that
time on.
The children’s theatre runs concurrently with adult shows;
sometimes on the same day just a different time; and some of the
performers appear on the same day both on the main stage and in
the children’s theatre.

The Children’s Theatre

At right, reproduction from
Souvenir Program, Eleventh
Season of Surflight Theatre, 1961
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The Showplace Ice-cream Parlor, opened in 1975, is truly one of a
kind: the brainchild of Joe Hayes, Scott Henderson and a local
banker. It is difficult to think of another place, anywhere in the
United States, where the experience of theatre is so delightfully and
deliciously enhanced.
Though open for business every day during the Summer, a visit
to the parlor before or after the show serves up several special treats.
You’re greeted at the door by a welcoming usher and invited to
sit at any one of the several tables that are traditional ice-cream
parlor style; 1950s retro. This décor is deliberate. The whole
experience is meant to recall the happy- go- lucky days of “the Fonz”
and I Love Lucy; complete with the candy-stripe costumes that speak
of that time.
The menus are distributed and the fun begins.
While some of the cheerful waiters strum up the entertainment,
others get busy taking orders. It seems like everyone is moving at the
same time while the “audience” surveys their every move, waiting
for the show to begin.
One look at the menu and theatrical images come to mind. But
names like Oliver’s Twist and A Chorus Line Split don’t begin to
really tell the story. And there’s quite a story to tell.
But you’ll need to visit. You’ll find no spoiler or spoiler alert
here.
Patrons generally emerge, about an hour later, beaming and just a
tad uncomfortable having gorged on the gorgeous ice cream which is
always delivered in extremely generous portions.
But it’s not all song and dance. The dynamic choreography, the
great voices, belie the hours of preparation that goes into this

And, yes. There are boys and girls who’re so impressed with the
performance that they want to be a singing waiter in this very same
ice-cream parlor. And they get their chance, if they’re good. The
Mini ShowPlace Experience provides a summer program where
youngsters get to experience the ShowPlace Experience by helping out
in the shop. An audition is required and the lucky ones chosen are
limited to just ten. Towards the end of the Summer they are
rewarded with the thrill of actually performing for the customers.
A visit to Showplace is entertainment enough. Whether you’re
headed to a show at Surflight or not.

The Showplace Ice Cream Parlor Today

delightful entertainment. Some famous names launched their careers
in those candy-stripe outfits and those who got their start at the
parlor will tell you that the experience was as enriching as it was
formative.

Showplace Ice-cream Parlor~ The show before
the show

Going into 3rd grade through
going into 8th grade
$500
Limit 10
application and audition required

ShowPlace Ice Cream Parlor
Mini ExperienceJune 24th through June 30th
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ver the last 21 years, I’ve been lucky enough to
perform many jobs, however, I feel that the most
important one has been directing Children’s Theatre.
Every year before embarking on a season of
Cinderella, Snow White and Peter Pan and all the
other fairy tales, I explain to our company members that our
“brand” of Children’s Theatre is somewhat of an outlier nowadays.
It has become de riguer recently for Children’s theatre to be “lesson
based”, meaning that the art form of live theatre is used to teach a
classroom lesson or to reinforce an important social theme- In other
words- educational. Surflight Children’s Theatre, on the other hand,
is all about entertainment. We go for the “oohs” and” ahhhs” when
Cinderella arrives at the ball, the “boos” when Captain Hook makes
his grand entrance, and the belly laughs when the 7 dwarves
introduce themselves. We’re a Summer theatre in a vacation
wonderland- we leave the “ABC’s and 1,2,3’s” for the school year
and strive to transport the kids (and their parents) to a world where
Dorothy goes over the rainbow , Peter Pan defeats Captain Hook,
and Snow White meets her Prince. We endeavor to create a world
of fairy tales and fantastic stories. So, in honor of that sentiment and
in commemoration of Surflight’s 70th season, I would like to share
with you one (probable) fairy tale and one fantastic story.
The fairy tale is about our founder Joseph P. Hayes and the
origins of Surflight. This tale was told to me, years ago, by a long

by Andrew Foote

Tales of Surflight

From the 1977 Souvenir Program

extravagance, embellishment, flamboyance and enthusiasm that seem
to run in parallel to all of the stories involving him. Well, what I am
about to tell you has all of that because this story involves not only
him , but Cole Porter, William Shakespeare, and literally hundreds
of Broadway Chorus members.

time Surflight patron, who long since passed away. He was told this
tale by Joe Hayes himself and as I’ve learned over the years with all
things regarding J.P.H., there always seems to be an air of

THEN AND NOW

n the late 1940’s Cole Porter was having money
problems. He had a new show, a send-up of the
backstage romance between Alfred Lunt and Lynn
Fontanne set against the backdrop of a traveling
production of William Shakespeare’s Taming of The Shrew. It had a
cracker jack script by esteemed writers Sam and Bella Spewack (who
shared credit with The Bard.) and featured an incredible Porter score
that ran the gamut of musical genres ranging from light opera all the
way to hot jazz with everything in between . Although nowadays
we consider this particular show to be part of the “Broadway
Canon”, at the time investors thought it was too risky of a
proposition. The problem was actually Cole Porter himself—it had
been over 10 years since his last big hit and that was making people
very reluctant to part with their money to invest.
Undaunted, Porter came up with an idea, rather than once again
turn to his top-line producers with his hand out, he decided to go to
the people who really put him where he was-—the lifeblood of all
live performance-the young singers and dancers in the choruses of
shows all over New York City. And here is where the hero of our
story, a young man named Joseph P. Hayes enters the picture . . .
Hayes was performing as a dancer in a water show (Of course he
was!) out in Flushing Meadows the site of the old World’s Fair.
Porter’s idea was to put up posters on the backstage callboards of
every show, big and small, in the 5 boroughs of New York City
offering a chance for chorus kids to purchase, at a very low price of
entry, a stake in his brand new show, Kiss Me Kate. (I’m sure by
now you can see where this is going….) Hayes saw the notice
backstage at the fairgrounds, invested one entire paycheck in

I

Let’s begin… or shall I say, “Once
upon a time…”
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Porter’s show, and, when Kiss Me Kate became a hit in 1948, he
walked away with about ten thousand dollars—not bad a return on
his investment!
The following Spring, while vacationing (actually he was
unemployed but he called it a vacation…again, OF COURSE!) on
Long Beach Island, sitting on the porch of a house across from the
lot where the Acme now occupies, Hayes, still with the 10 grand
burning a hole in his pocket, was contemplating his next move.
Knowing that his dancing days were probably coming to an end, he
instantly saw the path ahead with stunning clarity.
Instead of taking his windfall and using it to fund his retirement,
He was going to use it to build a training ground for young artists.
He would build a perfect Summer Stock theatre—a place for young
professionals to work alongside and learn from older, more
experienced artists.
Long Beach Island, in his estimation, was the exact right place to
do this. In 1949, much like it is today, it was a seasonal community
with a captive audience craving something to do when the sun goes
down and the beach loses it’s daytime appeal. It was close enough to
New York City and its wealth of professional theatre artists while
also being just far enough away to not be in the shadow of Broadway
and its exponentially larger productions and grandeur.
Within a month he had a tent erected in that empty lot , a cast of
young kids rubbing elbows with some of his former New York
contemporaries, and a series of song and dance revues that he wrote
and directed.
So, thanks to William Shakespeare, Cole Porter, and Joe Hayes,
70 years later here we are, right?
Ok, Ok, Ok. I know. It’s too much of a stretch, right? Too easy.
Too much a fairy tale perhaps. But, whatever kernel of truth there is
to it, in my heart of hearts I want to live in a world in which
something like that is true. And living in that world brings us to the
fantastic story…
In the early 1980’s 2 families, decided to take their children on a
family vacation to Long Beach Island, the beginning of what would
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become an annual tradition . Seemingly, the idea of having four
adults, six children, and one beagle share a 2 bedroom bungalow for
a week was something that they thought was a good idea. Needless
to say, by midweek they were searching for something besides the
sand, surf, and sun to occupy their kids and they luckily happened
upon Surflight Children’s Theatre. Sixty minutes of Snow White
(Seven dwarves and a houseguest sharing one bedroom by the way…)
more than fit the bill. While all the kids enjoyed the show, it was the
youngest, a 3 year old boy, who was most affected. Maybe it was the
songs—all up-tempo and catchy, maybe it was the jokes—heavy on
slapstick and wordplay, maybe he just wanted to trade places with
the prince so he could kiss the beautiful Snow White and save the
day. Whatever it was, he knew somewhere deep down inside that he
had found a perfect place. A place that he knew he wanted, no,
needed to return to someday and never leave. That 3-year-old little
boy was Lin-Manuel Miranda, and he would grow up to become the
creator and star of Broadway’s Hamilton.
Ok. That last part isn’t true. But, this is a Surflight Story so I had
to throw in a little of Joe Hayes’ patented hyperbole, right? In
reality that little boy was me, and everything in the story is true.
Without exaggeration, that sixty minutes in the old garage/theatre
on Engleside Avenue next to the old Beal’s (now Murphy’s) parking
lot was probably the most important hour of my entire life because
it was when I saw so clearly the path that my life would take.
Actually, maybe my story is a fairy tale too. I did end up at
Surflight as a performer (I even got to be the prince in Snow White
my first summer!). And now, Twenty-one years later, having
performed all over the world in some of the biggest shows ever
created, I guess I’m now one of the old guys, attempting to set an
example for the next generation just like Joe envisioned. I often
wonder what it would be like if I could go back and tell the 3 year
old me all the things he’d get to do. I also wonder what it would be
like to stand on that porch with Joe Hayes when he saw it so clearly
in front of him. Maybe I’d recognize that look in his eye, as the same
one I had when I, as a 3 year old, first entered that world where

In our last season, Show Place sold the
equivalent of 51,000 gallons of ice cream
to those who love their ice cream with
SONG AND DANCE!! REMEMBER, THERE’S
NO PLACE LIKE SHOW PLACE!!

What flavor of ice cream do we have?
Well, we have, Butter Pecan, Chocolate
Chip Mint, Peanut Butter Lemon Sorbet,
Raspberry Sorbet, Vanilla and dozens
more. Surflight’s Show Place ice cream
parlor is the largest seller of ice cream on
Long Beach Island! It’s that simple!

Dorothy goes over the rainbow, Peter Pan defeats Captain Hook,
and Snow White meets her Prince. Here’s to 70 more summers.

A

look through the pages of the 1958 editions of
The Beachcomber, then the summer weekly
newspaper on Long Beach Island, can be a jawdropping experience.
High Barbaree, “An Oceanfront Colony,”
advertised that it was selling homes from $10,600, including lot! This
in Harvey Cedars, where finding a house selling for less than a
million bucks may be impossible today. A builder named Elmer
Aker invited readers to visit his model house on 21st Street in Surf
City and promised a similar home for $9,990.00 on one of his lots or
$7,990.00 on their own lots. A company called American Seashore
Homes, Inc. said it had 14 bayside lots available on 85th Street in
Harvey Cedars and a dozen oceanside lots on 21st Street in Barnegat
Light and said it would build homes on them for a mere $63.30 per
month after down payment.
An A&P in Beach Haven Crest was selling sirloin or porterhouse
steaks, “none priced higher” than 89 cents a pound. The Island
Supermarket in Ship Bottom fought back with boneless pot roasts
for just 67 cents a pound. Paul's Food Market in Surf City –
“Formerly Tony & Mil's” – didn't draw shoppers with low prices
but with personal service and delicacies, saying “Buying the BEST
Means Saving the MOST.” ACME had two Island stores in 1958 and
offered S&H Green Stamps, although you'd have to drive to
Atlantic City or Vineland to redeem them.
Steve Rico and His Hawaiian Band, featuring “Lani the Hula
Dancer,” were entertaining guests on the Friday and Saturday nights
of Memorial Day weekend at Beach Haven's Baldwin Hotel. Leroy
Lewis was playing a Grand Wurlitzer Theatre Pipe Organ at the Surf
City Hotel that weekend.

by Rick Mellerup

Surflight Theatre is a Survivor.
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Indeed, organ music was a big thing on LBI in 1958. Dorothy
Reese Ernst tickled the keys at Wida's in Brant Beach; Frank
Marsteller held forth nightly at The Sea Gull, located in Ship
Bottom. Mecleary's Shore Bar, also in Ship Bottom, doubled up on
the 4th of July, with Herb Feiler at the organ and Billy James at the
piano. The younger crowd, though, at least if an advertisement's
picture can be believed, could get away to The Clamdiggers, “a
Great Place to Dance” with booths, refreshments and free music, in
Ship Bottom, where admission was only 60 cents.
The Barnegat Light Inn was serving its “Famous Smorgasbord”
that Saturday and charging only $3 for adults and $1.50 for kids.
Kassner's Tavern in Haven Beach provided package good delivery.
The Bayview Manor Hotel & Bar in Beach Haven was a Diners'
Club Recommended Member. Another Beach Haven eatery, Gus
and Whitey's, claimed readers could find “no finer food or drinks –
anywhere!”
Three movies theaters, the Colonial in Beach Haven, the Colony
in Brant Beach and the Manahawkin Drive-In Theatre, which
screened “The Vikings” with Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Ernest
Borgnine and Janet Leigh and “Fort Massacre” with Joel McCrea on
the July 4th weekend, advertised in The Beachcomber.
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Finally, there was Surflight, which in 1958 produced shows such
as “Witness for the Prosecution,” “Showtime,” a revue that featured
highlights from “Naughty Marietta,” “Damn Yankees,” “Finian's
Rainbow” and “Where's Charley,” and the musical “Guys and
Dolls” as well as children's theater that cost adults only 60 cents and
their kids just 50 cents each.
How things have changed. Advertising in The Beachcomber of
1958 was sort of akin to being a soldier in boot camp in 1942. “Look
at the man to the right and the man to the left of you, because one of
you won't be here after this war!” Well, many, oh so many, of the
businesses of 1958 didn't survive either.
There's not much room left on LBI for “oceanfront colonies”
anymore, and even in 1958 it looks as if Elmer Aker couldn't raise
enough cash to create an entire development, which is a shame
considering he could have called it Aker's Acres. A Google search of
American Seashore Homes, Inc. shows there is no longer a company
with such a name, not on LBI, not anywhere, which is kind of
surprising. Real Estate is still a huge part of LBI's economy, but
you'd better have more than $63.30 a month on hand to buy a
home.
A&P is no longer on LBI. In fact, the Great Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Company is no longer anywhere. The chain, which from 1915
to 1975, was the largest grocery retailer in the country, went kaput
in 2015. Meanwhile Paul apparently went the way of Tony and Mil,
the Island Supermarket is just a memory and there's only one – if
huge – ACME on the Island and it has replaced Green Stamps with
those annoying Monopoly pieces.
It would be tough to find a Hawaiian band anywhere on the
mainland – not Manahawkin or Barnegat or the rest of the Southern
Ocean County mainland but the entire U.S. mainland – anymore.
On the other hand, it may be even tougher to find a bar advertising
an organist. Meanwhile the Baldwin, Wida's, Mecleary's and The
Clamdiggers are all naught but fond memories, with only the Surf
City Hotel surviving.
Rick Mellerup has been heavily involved with Surflight
Theatre since he moved to Long Beach Island from New
York City in 1989. He's not only written hundreds of
reviews of Surflight musicals, plays and special musical and
comedy shows, first in The Beachcomber and then The
SandPaper, but has written numerous features about
performers, volunteered as an usher and acted in at least a
dozen Surflight shows as well.

A smorgasbord? How quaint. But it really doesn't matter anyway
because the Barnegat Light Inn is gone, as are Kassner's, the Bayview
Manor and Gus and Whitey's. Diner's Club credit cards still exist,
but when was the last time you saw one?
There are no movie theaters on LBI anymore, and no drive-in
movie in Manahawkin – you'd have to drive all the way to Vineland
to find one of those (good luck redeeming those Green Stamps you
found in the back of a kitchen drawer while you're there).
Surflight, though, survives, thanks to owner Al Parinello and
Producing Artistic Director Steve Steiner. Yes, Surflight has dodged
bullets over the decades, including a two-year shutdown in 2015 and
2016, but it survived.
The moral of this story – don't take anything for granted.
Support Surflight with your attendance and donations. Tell your
friends and neighbors about Surflight. Take your children or
grandchildren to Surflight so they can be hooked on live theater and
grow to be supporters of, or, who knows, performers at the Beach
Haven landmark.
Next time you drive up or down the Island take a look to your
right and a look to your left. Many of the businesses you see won't
be around in 10 years, 20 years, perhaps even one year. Make sure
Surflight remains the exception.
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David Hartman was an actor in the early 60’s at Surflight Theatre
where he had lead roles in South Pacific, Kismet and Mr. Roberts. He
went on to be the first host of ABC Television’s Good Morning
America from 1975-1987. He starred in the television series The Bold

DAVID HARTMAN

Iris Dart was an actress in the early 60’s at Surflight Theatre. She is
known as an author and playwright for television and stage. Her
most notable novel is Beaches that was made into a 1988 film of the
same name, staring Bette Midler and Barbara Hershey. That film
introduced the popular song Wind Beneath My Wings, performed by
Bette Midler, to the world. Iris wrote a new musical for Broadway
and in 2011 The People in the Picture opened on Broadway and
received a Tony nomination for veteran actress, Donna Murphy.
Tracy Aron and partner, Al Parinello, who is now owner of
Surflight Theatre, produced the show at Broadway’s celebrated
Studio 54 Theatre.

IRIS DART

ame is an elusive thing. It doesn’t just come to you. One
has to earn it through hard work, dedication, passion and
pure talent. Each of these Surflight Theatre graduates has
paid their dues and in the process they have won the applause of
literally millions of fans.

David Loud occupies a unique place in Broadway history,
originating 3 major roles as an actor, serving as a musical
conductor/music director, and vocal arranger for many musicians.
He is best known for his collaborations with and interpretations of
the music of both Kander and Ebb, and Stephan Sondheim. He is
currently on the faculty of the Manhattan School of Music.

DAVID LOUD

Richard Kind has a full variety of acting experiences since leaving
Surflight Theatre. He has appeared on Mad About You and Spin City
in ongoing roles. His first big break on television was as a member
of the ensemble cast of Carol and Company, Carol Burnett’s show
that ran for 2 seasons on NBC premiering in 1990. He has appeared
on Broadway and developed a side career as a voice actor in many
movies such as: A Bug’s Life, The Car series, Toy Story 3 and Inside
Out!

RICHARD KIND

Ones and The New Doctors. He was nominated for a Golden Globe
award in the series Lucas Tanner. Hartman also acted in the 1973 TV
movie remake of Miracle on 34th Street. He has appeared in
numerous Broadway plays, television series and hosted
documentaries on the Discovery Channel and PBS.

SURFLIGHT THEATRE’S
Noted Alumni

Michael Ritchie is currently the distinguished Artistic Director of
Center Theatre Group, a non-profit organization and one of the
largest most active theatre companies in the nation presenting awardwinning theatre at the Ahmanson Theatre and the Mark Taper
Forum at the Los Angeles Music Center and the Kirk Douglas
Theatre located in Culver City. After a long career as Stage Manager
for 50 Broadway and Off-Broadway shows, in 1982 while stagemanaging the revival of Noel Coward’s Present Laughter, he met his
wife to be. In 1985 Ritchie married actress Kate Burton daughter of
actor Richard Burton.

MICHAEL RITCHIE

Renee Lippen is a retired American actress. One of her
accomplishments is her continuous role on The Bob Newhart Show as
Michelle Nardo, one of Dr. Hartley’s patients. Other television
series in which Renee acted are Rhoda, Fantasy Island, and Frasier.
She has also appeared in major feature films from 1970 to 1990, such
as Portnoy’s Complaint starring Richard Benjamin and Karen Black
and Woody Allen’s Radio Days starring Mia Farrow and Dianne
Wiest.

RENEE LIPPEN

Seth Rudetsky is a triple threat as an actor, writer and for his
musicianship. He was a writer with three television Emmy
nominations for his work on The Rosie O’Donnell Show. (1996), Law
and Order: Criminal Intent (2001), and Still Waiting in the Wings
(2018). Forbes Magazine called Seth Rudetsky “Broadway’s secret
star-maker” for his success in matching talented performers to the
right vehicle.
Seth wrote and performed his own musical Disaster which
had a 3-year off-Broadway run. Seth currently has his own show
on Sirius Radio’s Broadway Channel.

SETH RUDETSKY
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Charlotte D’Amboise is an American actress and dancer. She has
played starring rolls in musical theatre and has been nominated for
two Tony awards for her roles in Pippin and Jerome Robbins’
Broadway. She also appeared in the revival of A Chorus Line from
2006-2008 as Cassie. Her Broadway debue was 1983 in the role of
Cassandra in Cats. She also won the Los Angeles Ovation Award for
Best Leading Actress in a musical for Chicago. Additionally she has
appeared in films and various television series.

CHARLOTTE D’AMBOISE

Vinnie Colaiuta is an American drummer who has worked as a
session musician in many genres. He was inducted into the Modern
Drummer Hall of Fame in 1996 and the Classic Drummer Hall of
Fame in 2014. In 1990 he received an unexpected phone call from
the artist, Sting, flew to England and won the audition to become a
member of Sting’s band a position he still holds as he tours the
world, entertaining millions.

VINNIE COLAIUTA

Andy Einhorn is a musical director with numerous Broadway
credits. His list of accomplishments reads like the Who’s Who of
Broadway productions. He was Musical Director for the 2018
revival of Carousel and Hello Dolly! Some of his other Broadway
works are Conductor of Sondheim on Sondheim, Musician
(Keyboard) on Evita, Musical Director and Conductor of
Rodgersand & Hammerstein’s Cinderella, Musical Director and
Conductor on Bullets Over Broadway and Musical Director
/Supervisor/ Conductor of Holiday Inn, The New Irving Berlin
Musical.

ANDY EINHORN
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roles on Lost at Home, Friday Night Lights, 24, Family Guy, Nashville,
911, American Horror Story, Dirty John, and Smilf. She also was the
co-Executive Producer of 67 episodes of Nashville between 2013-2017
and Producer of 21 episodes between 2012-2013. She has been
nominated for two Emmy Awards as outstanding actress in a drama
series.

Scene from Cats

Connie Britton is a non-traditional triple threat. She’s an
accomplished actor, singer and producer. She’s applied her many
talents in a non-traditional way as well. She has had recurring roles
in multiple television series starting in the mid 90’s right up to
today. Her various acting roles are as diverse as one can get. From
1996 -2000 she had a recurring role in Spin City, in 2000-2001 she was
a regular actor on The Fugitive, in 2001 she appeared on The West
Wing in multiple episodes. As the years went on she had recurring

CONNIE BRITTON
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Today’s Surflight features comfortable seating in a
spacious environment

Gallery of Recent Shows

2017-2018 photos courtesy of Studio 63, Long Beach Island, NJ

Footloose

2017
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LOOK UP!
If you stand in the northern most corner of the Surflight
Theatre lobby and look up and to the south, you will see a
rather large painting of a beautiful lady dressed in a yellow
gown in a rather intense pose, built in our scene shop. That
piece of art is actually a dressing screen and was designed by Ted
LeFevre who in 1998 worked at Surflight Theatre. The piece
was used in a production of the Bock-Harnick, Musical; She
Loves Me, which was the first show under the guidance of
Artistic Director, Steve Steiner during his first year at Surflight
Theatre, 1998.
Ted has moved on to a celebrated career as an Assistant Art
director in the television Industry. Mr. Le Fevre has been
directing the look and feel of major television series such as
Boardwalk Empire, and The Americans. He is currently an
Assistant Art director of The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel on Amazon
Prime and God Friended Me on CBS Television.
If you look very carefully, you’ll see the attractive art piece
actually has a duel responsibility. It also hides some very
unattractive plumbing pipes!

WHAT’S UP IN THE LOBBY?

In 2018 Al Parinello, owner of Surflight Theatre, donated to Surflight an 800volume Entertainment Library from his personal collection. Mr. Parinello had
collected these books over the past 50 years as he pursued his career in the
entertainment industry. Since then, acquisitions and donations from others
have grown the collection to more than 1300 volumes highlighting all aspects
of show business.
The Library contains books dating from the 1940’s to the present, and
includes many first edition best-sellers and popular titles! The Surflight Theatre
Free-Loan Entertainment Library is the only such library in the state of New
Jersey! Visitors are welcome to borrow any book, absolutely free of charge.
They are also welcome to read any book while sitting in a comfortable chair in
the lobby any hours when the Theatre is open.
The library continues to accept contributions of any books, hard or
softcover, in the categories of theater and entertainment. Check your
bookshelf, garage, and attic!

THE SURFLIGHT THEATRE FREE-LOAN
ENTERTAINMENT LIBRARY

If you stand near the Box Office in the Surflight Theatre
lobby and look up and to the north you will see a rather
large painting of a sailing ship that appears to be in
dangerous waters. The story goes that the preparation of
the production was very slow moving and time was running
out and the stage could not be properly built or dressed for a
major scene. At the last possible moment, an idea to simply
display a painting that tied into the plot of Scarlett Pimpernel
was rushed. The artwork you see was actually completed in
only 45 minutes by an unknown intern just before its first
performance in 2005. A few chairs were added and the
audience never knew what was missing. The painting hangs
to remind everyone on the staff to get the job done on time!

LOOK UP!!
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Carrie Haines Rusyn was born in 1912 on Long Beach Island.
She had a long pleasurable life and in her 70’s she learned to play
the organ as it gave her great joy in her older age. As the years
went on, she always upgraded her instrument to meet her
improved abilities on the keyboards. Her final instrument, The
Lowrey Majesty Organ now displayed in the lobby, a $60,000
masterpiece was given to Surflight Theatre in 2017 soon after the
Theatre’s reopening, after Carrie passed away at the age of 104.
Her family thought that Surflight was the perfect place to keep
the organ safe and sound and they felt that her positive energy
and warm spirit be felt through the melodies of the music. When
the perfect opportunity avails itself, there are plans to utilize the
Majesty organ in a Surflight Theatre musical production.

THAT BEAUTIFUL ORGAN

Cathleen Engelsen is a distinguished artist who was raised on Long Beach
Island. She has painted innumerable works depicting scenes of Beach Haven
and local landmarks. Surflight is proud to present her watercolor
depicting the theatre.

SURFLIGHT ART
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Evan Caplicki
Andrew Foote
Suzette Whiting
Rick Mellerup
Cathleen Engelsen
Frank Slezak

Fay Austin
Steve Steiner
Gail Anderson
Bill Yoder
John Clifton
Mary Beth Smart
Patricia Miller Caplicki

Pat Sullivan

Anita Parinello

Writing, editing, and publishing a book of this magnitude covering the 70-year lifespan of Surflight
Theatre is not a project that can be accomplished by a few. We enlisted the able help and assistance
of many friends of the theatre. Some wrote of their personal experiences, some took photos; some
became part of a committee and attended a series of meetings where they provided helpful analysis
and added personal memories of the past Some climbed into their attics and spent time in dark
basements to gather old memorabilia. The publisher wants to thank everyone who helped finding
their treasures and memories and who provided them graciously so that Joe’s Dream would come to
life in the space of this book.
Thank you to the following Surflight Theatre heroes—in no particular order—who made this book
come alive:

bravos!

SURFLIGHT MEMORIES
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Al Parinello with portrait of Joe Hayes

I

(Welcoming applause)
just want to say that since this experience all started I
have been so inspired! Amazing things have happened
in my life that could not have been expected. I have
been getting calls and messages from literally all over the
world saying things like, “I want to thank you, because this has just
been an amazing rewarding experience,” or “I spent a season at
Surflight Theatre many years ago and my life changed as a result.”
I’ve heard it thousands of times, through emails, letters, phone
calls from complete strangers—and they came from all over the
world. So I want to set the record straight. I want to thank you!
Because, this has been a rewarding and amazing experience. It’s been
an honor to be involved here and it’s like a miracle for me!
I want to go back for a moment and give some appreciation to a
person who was the original hero of Surflight Theatre. A couple of
weeks ago we were in the lobby trying to decide where we were
going to hang the new television screens and of course we measured
that by where the longest bathroom lines will be, and I think we
were very clever about that (laughter).
As we were having discussions, a gentleman named Pat Sullivan—
a local Beach Haven citizen—walked in with a big plastic bag. He
wanted to talk with me. He begins pulling this large frame out of the
bag as he tells the story, a rather incredible story! A couple of years
ago, he said, when this place was falling apart, he happened to be
walking by. And there were large trash containers outside our
building containing garbage, as a result of the storm. And sticking
out of one of these containers was this portrait . . .

SURFLIGHT RE‐OPENING NIGHT COMMENTS
by Al Parinello

A NEW BEGINNING

NOTE: The portrait of Joe Hayes now hangs in its rightful place again and can
be seen prominently on the wall opposite the front entrance. to the theatre.

Pat kept that portrait because, as he said, he just knew that one
day Surflight would be back! (Applause. then Al continues . . .)
Joe Hayes was the guy who conceived of this place. I never met
him but when I decided to purchase this theatre, I wanted to know
everything about him, so I made many phone calls and talked to lots
of people and I read everything I could find that was written about
Joe.
This beautiful portrait used to hang in our lobby. This is our
hero! This is the guy who had the imagination! I began looking into
his life and everyone who knew him would tell me he just wanted to
be happy and he wanted others to be happy so he created this
magnificent place! The Theatre began on the beach, on the sand in a
tent. It ultimately moved into what is now our prop shop—where
everything that will appear on stage is built.
He had in his mind this idea that he could create a theatre to
spread happiness. Everyone I spoke with who knew him said he was
a very happy guy who wanted to spread cheer and happiness and
that’s what it takes to build something this magnificent. We would
not be here tonight if it weren’t for this man! (Loud applause)
You had your own Walt Disney! What Joe created on this stage
and what we will create on this stage, if you really think about it, is
Fantasy Land and if you were to see the dorm where the actors live,
it’s Adventure Land (Loud laughter). These are big, giant shoes to fill
and I’m not sure I’m worthy of it, but I make you a promise here
tonight. I will try and I will do everything in my power to keep
Surflight Theatre around forever and to have it last long after we are
all gone. You have my promise, so I thank you very much! (Standing
ovation for two minutes).

(Al picks up and displays large framed portrait of Joe Hayes, the
founder of Surflight Theatre, and displays it to the packed audience. A
nervous hush fills the air—then applause as Joe is recognized.)
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